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The aim of this short note is to take a closer look at one of Trimalchio�s 
well-known puns in the Cena Trimalchionis: �Non negabitis me� inquit �habere 
liberum patrem� (Petronius, Sat. 41.8). Although Walsh1 describes this 
remark of Trimalchio�s as �� yet another of his atrocious puns�, the word-
play in this remark certainly deserves further scrutiny. Arrowsmith (1959: 
194), Friedländer (1960:113), Sage & Gilleland (1969:163) and Sullivan 
(1987:191) all agree that this word-play of Petronius is untranslatable and all 
of them find it necessary to give an explanation of the pun in a note. 

Smith�s comment (1978:97) provides a typical example of the interpreta-
tion of Trimalchio�s word-play in Sat. 41.7-8: 

 
Trimalchio puns on liber  �free� and Liber, the Roman equivalent of 
Dionysus: �Be free� or �Be (act the part of) Liber�. When the slave has 
pretended to interpret the words in the first sense and has taken up 
the freedman�s cap from the boar, Trimalchio repeats the pun in a 
slightly different form: �You won�t deny that I have a father who is 
free� (an untrue claim with reference to any freedman), and �You 
won�t deny that I possess Father Liber� (Liber Pater was a standard 
title for the god), i.e. the slave Dionysus.2 

 

                                                 
1 Walsh 1996:169. 
2 Perrochat (1962:75) only mentions these two interpretations and refers his readers 
to Housman�s explanation in CR 32. In his commentary on �Liberum patrem�, 
Friedländer (1960:248) does not give a satisfactory explanation of the pun. He refers 
to Bücheler and says: �Er, der gewesene Sklave, der als solcher �ajpavtwr� war, besitzt 
nun einen freien Vater, hat einen Freien zum Vater.� Sullivan (1968:226) also refers 
to the article of Housman and states that this saying �plays upon the two possible 
meanings, Father Liber and a free father.� 
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In this note it is suggested that, in addition to the above-mentioned 
interpretation,3 there are still other possible interpretations and translations 
for this �dictum� of Trimalchio. While all these translations are grammatically 
possible, not all of them necessarily make good sense within the specific 
context. The fact that the words �liber�, �pater� and �habere� can all be 
translated in more than one way makes several translations grammatically 
viable. The fact that an accusative-and-infinitive construction is used further 
increases the translation options. 

The sentence �Non negabitis me ... habere liberum patrem� can be 
translated as follows: 

1. �You won�t deny that I have a free father.� 
2. �You won�t deny that I possess Father Liber�, meaning �you 

won�t deny that I still own the slave who is acting the role of 
Bacchus.�  

3. �You won�t deny that I possess Father Liber�, meaning that the 
wine-god is in Trimalchio�s service.  

4. �You won�t deny that I have Liber as my father�, that is, �that I 
am the son of the wine-god.� 

5. �You won�t deny that Father Liber/Father Wine possesses me�, 
that is, �the wine-god is my master.�  

 
Remarks on the different possibilities: 
 

1. Trimalchio with all his money can buy anything, but he can�t change 
the the fact that he is a freedman. The context, where his slave acts 
the role of Bacchus or �Liber Pater�, however, allows him to state 
that he has a free father. We see here that different interpretations of 
the words �liber�/�Liber�, �pater�/�Pater� and �habere� (�to have� or �to 
own/possess� or �to regard�), create the possibility of saying one 
thing and meaning another.  

2. In the second option the translation of �habere� with �to possess� or 
�to own� is important. The slave has just pretended to misunderstand 
Trimalchio�s order �esto Liber� (�play the role of Liber�) as �esto liber� 
(�be free�) and now Trimalchio stresses the fact that he still owns the 

                                                 
3 This interpretation basically reflects the view of Housman (1918:164): �Trimalchio�s 
way is now clear to his next pun, �non negabitis me habere LIBERUM patrem�: in 
the words� first sense as they fall on the ear, �father Liber is of my household�, − 
and there stands Dionysus with his cap on to prove it: in their after-meaning, as they 
reach the mind, �I am a freeman�s son�, − false within the knowledge of the whole 
company, and yet not deniable.� 
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slave and that he has not manumitted him. He now calls on his 
guests to agree with him that the slave has misinterpreted his order.4 
The fact that Dionysus is still called �puer� after this remark of 
Trimalchio, might support the idea that he has not been manu-
mitted.  

3. Trimalchio, as megalomaniac and someone who cannot stop 
boasting of his money and power, seizes the opportunity to claim 
that he, the powerful nouveau riche, has a god as his slave.5 No one, 
however, could accuse him of disrespect towards a god; he would 
easily deny this interpretation of his words. This claim, just as his 
claim to have a father who is free, is an untrue claim, but should in 
my view be regarded as a possible reading of the text. 

4. When �patrem� is taken as predicate with �Liberum�, we can translate 
Trimalchio�s words with �You won�t deny that I have/regard Liber 
as my father�, which means that he sees himself as the son of the 
wine-god. In a note on the translation of this passage, Arrowsmith 
(1960:174) chooses this possiblity. He gives a literal translation of 
Trimalchio�s pun, namely: �I am sure you will all agree that my father 
is Liber� and adds the following explanation: �Trimalchio, that is, 
claims both that his own father was a free man (i.e. liber) � which he 
was not � and that the god Liber is his father.�6 

                                                 
4 According to Slater (1990:63), however, Trimalchio seems to go along with the 
interpretation of the slave (i.e. that Trimalchio intended to set him free) to prove his 
generosity. He explains the scene as follows: �On the surface the pun enacts its basic 
destabilization of language: the boy by action and costume can redefine the word 
liber and interpret it in defiance of the �author�s intent.� Then Trimalchio seems to 
endorse this new meaning. Did he plan this all along as a demonstration that he is so 
wealthy that he can afford to free slaves by a lapsus linguae and pass it off as a joke, or 
is he merely trying to save face in the face of the slave�s joke and put himself back at 
the center of attention? Trimalchio�s original intent is now unrecoverable and, more 
important, irrelevant � he contents himself with meaning what people interpret him 
to mean.� Cf. also Sullivan�s view (1987:191): �Trimalchio goes along with this no 
doubt pre-arranged joke and so makes the unlikely claim that he has a liber pater, i.e. a 
�free father�, punning on the Italian god�s name.� 
5 Stöcker (1969:55) explains Trimalchio�s remark as follows: �Trimalchio führt den 
Witz noch weiter: �non negabitis me�, inquit �habere liberum patrem�. Dies kann 
als scherzhafte Angeberei �ich besitze einen Liber Pater� aber auch als augen-
zwinkernder Hinweis auf Trimalchios Abstammung �ich besitze einen freien Vater� 
verstanden werden, �� 
6 Cf. also the note of Heseltine (1919:67): �The name of the god Liber was fancifully 
derived from the fact that wine frees men from cares. Trimalchio, who confers 
freedom upon slaves, therefore takes him as his patron or father.� His translation of 
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5. Although the word order would suggest most naturally that �me� 
should be regarded as the subject of the infinitive and �liberum 
patrem� as the object, �me� can equally well be taken as the object, 
especially in a sentence like this, where the author is playing with 
words.7 If �me� is read as the object of the infinitive, and �liberum 
patrem� as the subject, this interpretation seems possible. Trimal-
chio�s words might then be explained as follows: realising that he 
�has made a mistake� by telling the slave to be free, he now states 
that everyone would agree that Father Wine possesses him, that is, 
that the wine has gone to his head. His mistake was that his order to 
Dionysus was not clear enough and it was open to misunder-
standing. If interpreted thus, it means that he blames the wine for 
this lapsus linguae. However, his statement �Non negabitis me ... 
habere liberum patrem�, with which he is trying to put it right, is 
even less clear than the previous one and leaves the reader to choose 
between a number of possibilities. 

This interpretation can also be supported by a strong textual 
argument. In par. 40 a boar is carried into the room on a tray and it 
is mentioned that the boar is wearing a �pilleus�, the cap that manu-
mitted slaves normally wore. At the beginning of par. 41 there 
follows an explanation for the �aper pilleatus�: �hic aper, cum heri 
summa cena eum vindicavisset, a convivis dimissus <est>; itaque 
hodie tamquam libertus in convivium revertitur� (�When this boar 

                                                                                                               
the sentence in question reads as follows: �I am sure you will agree that the god of 
liberation is my father.� Sage & Gilleland (1969:163) interpret Trimalchio�s words 
similarly: �Trimalchio is pleased with the smart repartee and adds �I have Liber as a 
father� or �I have a free father�, i.e. I am ingenuus, not libertus.�  
7 In an article on Greek and Latin word order, Roberts (CR 26:177-79) makes the 
following remark about the ambiguity created by two accusatives in an accusative-
and-infinitive construction: �And modern Latin grammarians usually regard the 
earlier position in a sentence as the natural one for the subject. But the classical 
writers make the freest use, for rhetorical effects (such as emphasis, euphony, 
variety, etc.) of that departure from normal order, which in an inflected language, is 
usually possible without ambiguity. Consequently, when the inflexions fail to obviate 
an ambiguity, there is no certainty of order to fall back upon.� He also mentions 
Quintilian�s suggested solution to avoid ambiguity in such a case: �Accusativi 
geminatione facta amphibolia solvitur ablativo, ut illud �Lachetem audivi percussisse 
Demean� fiat �a Lachete percussum Demean�� (�The ambiguity due to the two 
accusatives is solved by using the ablative, so that �Lachetem audivi percussisse 
Demean� becomes �a Lachete percussum Demean��, IO 7.9.10). Reference is also 
made to the well-known Pyrrhus oracle, cited by Cicero in De div. 2.116: �Aio, te 
Aeacida, Romanos vincere posse.� 
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was served for dinner yesterday, the guests let it go; therefore today 
he returns to the table as a freed boar�). The references to the 
freedom cap (�pilleatus�), the boar that has been set free (�dimissus�) 
and the fact that he returned as a freedman (�libertus�), show that the 
theme of freedom is at least one of the topics of the conversation. 
Another topic is introduced when a slave boy enters, crowned with 
vine-tendrils and ivy, representing the god of wine, Dionysus, in 
different roles as Bromius, Lyaeus and Euhius. He carries a basket 
with grapes and recites poems of his master. When Trimalchio 
mentions the name Liber, the Roman name of Dionysus, he links 
the theme of freedom with the theme of wine. The references to the 
vine-tendrils and the grapes introduce the wine theme and through 
metonymy �Liber� can also be translated as �wine�. 

When Trimalchio leaves the room to relieve himself, the guests 
seize the opportunity  to drink more and to talk more freely. The 
expression �libertatem sine tyranno� is a proverbial expression in 
which �tyranno� is apparently used in the sense of �arbiter bibendi�.8 
The word �libertatem� does not here refer to the issue of freedom 
from slavery, but rather to the freedom which the guests now enjoy 
when Trimalchio (as the �arbiter bibendi�) leaves the room. Dama 
immediately asks for bigger glasses and makes general statements on 
the brevity of the day (�dum versas te, nox fit�) and the cold weather 
(�et mundum frigus habuimus�). He continues his �learned 
discussion� with the remark that a hot drink is the best overcoat 
(�tamen calda potio vestiarius est�). He then admits that he has drunk 
too much; he is inebriated and the wine has gone to his head: 
�staminatas duxi, et plane matus sum. vinus mihi in cerebrum abiit.�  

 
In conclusion: it is impossible to know for sure exactly how the author 

wanted his readers to interpret this passage, but it seems that Petronius has 
consciously left the text open to different interpretations since he does not 
explain this pun, as he has done in 41.3-4 with the �aper pilleatus� joke or in 
36.8 with the �Carpe, carpe� joke.9 The first two possibilities are the most 
obvious and there is a more or less general agreement about them. The third 
version is closely related to the second option, but they are not identical. 
Since this interpretation fits Trimalchio�s character perfectly, it could be 
regarded as a probable reading. The fourth option differs slightly from the 

                                                 
8 Cf. Smith 1978:97. 
9 Cf. also his explanation of the different foods served under the signs of the zodiac 
in 39.5-15. 
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third one and is advanced by several commentators. The last interpretation 
offered here might not seem all that obvious, but it should certainly be 
considered as a plausible one for the reasons given above. 

This note has shown that Trimalchio�s utterance in Sat. 41.8 is even 
more complicated than previously thought. An attempt has been made to 
articulate the small differences between the possible translations and inter-
pretations more clearly. In my view, this line provides an example of an 
excellent piece of word-play by Petronius, which, unfortunately, cannot really 
be appreciated in translation.10 
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